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The architecture of the workshop is user experience design on a physical and spatial 
level. Space is the medium and the built structure act as the interface and the framework 
– the conduit – between humans and technology. The physical space is the one essential 
element that both can interact with, where people of the community, the engineers, pro-
grammers, artists, designers, makers and thinkers find new ways of using, and existing 
together with new ideas and technology. 

This framework is the hackerspace. In essence, a hackerspace is a community-led grassroots 
movement where democratic ideals are emphasized in the way it is used, organized and managed. 
It is an open workshop where the tools and knowledge are shared and co-managed between users 
in both the physical, as well as the digital, space. The hackerspace ultimately represents the 
democratization of the design process, where future collaborators can work together without 
prejudice and limitations.

Holmsund Hackerspace supports the humanistic approach to digital sciences and how we use tech-
nology today, and in the future. For us as humans to make sense of new technology, we very 
much need a physical space as a frame of reference, as we are physical beings first and fore-
most. The hackerspace is the blank slate and the foundation on which you carry your inspira-
tion beyond the walls of the structure.



Gather

a.  Library / Movable shelf system
b.  Kitchen
c.  Rearrangable furniture arrangements
d.  Rest rooms
e.  Lockers / Clothing rack

As the name suggests, this area is for gatherings, meeting up 
with people, sitting and enjoying a coffee or doing some light 
work on your laptop. Or perhaps browsing through the library. 
This area also houses a kitchen and a box with utilities and 
rest rooms.

Fig. a4

Kitchen

Fig. a3 

Plug n Play / Lights and connectivity

Welcome to HO/HA!

Rail system in roof 
for flexible lighting placement 
and electrical 
outlets.

Fig. a1

A standard layout suitable 
for general needs.

Fig. a2

A layout where the library 
is more present.

The kitchen is used 
for heating food during 
long work sessions. 
And for making coffee 
of course.
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Exhibit

f.  Grand stand / Seating
g.  Movable walls
h.  Rearrangable furniture

This space is dominated by the large retractable grand stand 
system that can be adapted to fit different needs. This area 
serves as the medium between the public gathering area and the 
more private work areas further in, where presentations and exhi-
bitions can take place.

Display your projects

- or view others

Fig. b1

The retractable grand stand 
that can fit many needs, 
for presentations or just 
relaxing.
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Fig. b2

An arrangement suitable 
for presentations and 
screenings.

Fig. b3

A presentation in progress. 
Stay and watch.
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Make

i.  Movable walls w/ functionality
j.  Shelves
k.  Work spaces
l.  Connectivity
m.  Tools and compartments

This area is all about making and hacking. The furniture is 
adapted for moving around, the tables have wheels and the shelves 
move on tracks in the floor for easy access to all the projects. 
Movable walls that can be fitted with tools or compartments for 
storing circuit boards and screws.

Where the magic happens Fig. c1

The shelves are perfect for 
storing the project that 
you are working on, they 
also move on tracks in the 
floor.

Fig. c3

Work together with your friends and 
make your project come to life.

Fig. c2

You can easily connect your
laptop to the network via the
connectivity function in
the roof. There is also 
free wifi.
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1.  Walking Path
2.  Parking Lot
3.  Stairwell
4.  Elevators
5.  Outdoor Seating
6.  Entrance

Site Plan

GatherAccess Exhibit Make

7.  Clothing Rack
8.  Rest Rooms
9.  Kitchen
10. Library
11. Tables/Seating

3.  Stairwell
4.  Elevator
5.  Outdoor Seating
6.  Entrance

12. Retractable Seating
13. Flexible Space

14. Movable Walls
15. Storage/Shelves
16. Workplaces
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Approx. 100 members

Ages 7-36

Active hours: 

Mon, Wed 18-23

The “hackers” in Holmsund

today.

Computers

Games

Tools/shelves

3D-printers

Etc.

Current site conditions
View from south

40 m²

Activating

the Rooftop

The existing building is and old 
industrial building that con-
tains  various spaces for doing 
crafts and handiwork, a large 
eventspace, a production company 
and the current space for 
Holmsund Hackerspace. 

The Hackerspace is roughly 40 
square metres and with a member-
ship count of 100 it is apparent 
that they need something bigger. 
The solution is to activate the 
rooftop and put all the new in-
frastructure there.



Construction

A.  Outer Shell
B.  Outer Structure
C.  Vents / Infrastructure
D.  Internal Structure
E.  Lights / Electricity
F.  Movable Furniture
G.  Movable Walls
H.  Entrance / Utilities
I.  Railing
J.  Active / Heated Floor
K.  Rooftop Foliage
L.  Rooftop Access

The

Integrated

Circuit

The construction is meant to 
function in the same way as the 
electronic integrated circuit, 
where all the parts are inte-
grated into the chip and it is 
then plugged into the circuit 
board.
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Map of the northern parts of Holmsund 

showing the access routes and the 

location of the site
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